PROJECT OVERVIEW

The Club at Lac La Belle wanted to create a brand
new pro shop, one that combined the longstanding
heritage of a course established over 120 years ago
with a contemporary, innovative take on what pro
shops could be for the modern consumer. The floor
plan needed to be efficient and effective for staff
to support the club’s driving vision of delivering
memorable experiences to members and visitors.
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Challenges
Expansive views to the course informed the location of the cash wrap, where guests
could be served and never lose sight of the destination they came to visit. A low profile
of the cash wrap maximizes the view of the course beyond. In an intentional effort to
reduce clutter, the wrap’s design was kept minimal, keeping only essential, self-help
items on hand. A relatively low ceiling (8') and small footprint (600SF) suggested a
system of perimeter cabinets to maximize a high density of product. A few feature
and support fixtures on the floor balance out the assortment of display opportunities.
Offices are close by, but do not interrupt the magic of the shopping experience.

Results
A white on white perimeter with just the right amount of ornament keeps the shop big,
bright, and classic. Fixtures are designed with versatility in mind – showcasing product to
face out, side hang, or be folded. Decorative items and the right amount of focal lighting
set the mood. Central to the store are an assortment of focal and capacity fixtures in a
warm toasted birch complemented with antique bronze hardware. Women’s collections,
Men’s collections, a Technical Gear assortment and Homewares were all considered as
micro-assortments within the store’s overall product offering.
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Clean lines and a low clutter design encourage guests to enjoy the view of the course beyond the windows;
adjacency to the technical gear cabinet ensures just the right amount of assistance is always readily available.

Recessed wells for self-help items keeps the Corian Quartz
cash wrap counter free of clutter.

A double POS features integrated hanger management, USB surface outlet,
and plenty of storage.

Gifts and homewares become irresistible add-ons when positioned on a set of nesting tables next to the cash wrap.
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Distressed white wall cabinets are complemented by tables and floor fixtures in a warm toasted birch.

A flexible array of shelves and hanging hardware allow for endless display configurations.

A matching mirror complements the material
choice of the store’s other fixtures.

Antique bronze hardware complements both the distressed white cabinets and toasted birch floor fixtures;
hardware versatility accentuates the storytelling of a head to toe collection of product.
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